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Revision of the CIPM MRA

Added value of the CIPM MRA

- Improved degree of equivalence, communication and mutual confidence among the NMIs
- Improved primary standards and primary methods
- Better transfer standards
Revision of the CIPM MRA

To be improved

- Minimize the number of KCs
- Simplify KCs in general (and reduce costs):
  - using standard templates
  - simplify data analysis and reporting (shorter reports)
  - reduce delay between measurement and final report

  *Note: This work is on-going within the CCM WG Strategy*

- Add guidance and simplify the CMC review process
- Perform KCs like (almost) routine calibrations
- Reduce the number of CMCs
- Introduce a financing mechanism for participating to a KC (pilot) and for entries in the KCDB (BIPM)
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